
The Frisian history: Grutte Pier

Category Choices
Title The Frisian history - De Friese geschiedenis - De Fryske skiednis: Grutte Pier

Objective With this activity, pupils learn who Grutte Pier was in the Frisian history, they develop 
their Frisian language skills and thet make a figure poem.

Target group First grades of secondary education
Subject Frisian | History
Duration Lesson 1: 40 minutes, Lesson 2: 55 minutes, Lesson 3: 40 minutes 
Link to curriculum Linguistics
Languages Frisian
Link to FREPA Language learning strategies | Knowledge about cultural differences
Skills Listening, reading, speaking, writing
Theoretical support CLIL

Activity description 

During the lessons, everyone speaks as much Frisian as possible. The teacher stimulates 
speaking Frisian during group discussions and collaborative assignments. 

Lesson 1
Step 1 (10 minutes):Based on the picture of Grutte Pier, there is a group discussion on 
the possible topic of the lesson (worksheet 1). Maybe the pupils know already. If they 
don’t, the teacher finally reveals who this is: Grutte Pier. 

Step 2 (5-10 minutes): The teacher searches for the prior knowledge of the pupils and 
asks what they already know. The answers of the pupils are made into a word web. The 
teacher stimulates the pupils to speak Frisian when they answer. 

Step 3 (at least 5 minutes): The pupils watch the video on Grutte Pier in Frisian. If 
needed, the teacher adds some extra explanation. 

Step 4 (10 minutes in duos + 5 minutes with entire group): In duos, the pupils make 
a new word web, in which they use words from the video (and maybe the extra 
explanation). What do the pupils know know about Grutte Pier? After the pupils finish 
their word webs, the teacher makes the connection to the word web on the board. Each 
duo gives one concept to add to the word web on the board, the teacher writes these 
down with another color.
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Lesson 2: 
Step 5 (5 minutes): 
The teacher discusses the assignment from the previous class and puts the wordweb 
back on the board. The pupils can dive back into their knowledge. 

Step 6 (10 minutes): The eacher explains the assignment of this class (worksheet 2). The 
pupils have to read a text on Grutte Pier in Frisian (but Dutch of English is possible too). 
The text is read out loud in duos. If there are words the pupils don’t understand, they 
can ask their peers or the teacher. They can also use a dictionary or www.taalweb.frl. 
Next, the teacher explains the other assignment: the figure poem (worksheet 3). The 
teacher explains what a figure poem is and shows lots of examples. If needed, the 
teacher can give some ideas for the forms that the pupils can choose: the farm of Grutte 
pier, his sword, a Frisian flag, or Grutte Pier himself. The figure poem will be in Frisian. 
They can use the step-by-step guide. The poem does not need to rhyme. 

Step 7 (40 minutes): The pupils read the text in duos and every pupil makes a figure 
poem. 

Lesson 3: 
Step 8 (15 minutes): If needed, the pupils can finish their figure poems

Step 9 (15 minutes): With the inner circle-outer circle method, the pupils show their 
figure poems to each other. The teacher explains the method and the pupils present in 
approximately 1 minute what they made, why, and which words they used. When both 
pupils (from the inner and the outer circle) have explained, the inner circle moves 2 
places and the pupils do the same thing again. This happens 3 or 4 times. 

Explanation inner circle / outer circle method:
Two circles are formed: half of the pupils forms the outer circle and the other half forms 
the inner circle. The pupils in the inner circle face the pupils in the outer circle. If there is 
an odd number of pupils, the teacher can join or there is one trio instead of a duo. Each 
round the outer circle pupil talks first, then the inner circle. After a certain time the inner 
circle moves one or two spots and everyone has a new partner.

Step 10 (10 minutes): Optionally, the teacher can discuss the poems in the group or 
hang them in the classroom.

Materials

•  Worksheet 1 - picture
•  Video and information text from website: 

http://www.11en30.nu/de-kanon-finsters/grutte-pier?language=frl. 
•  Worksheet 2 - text
•  Worksheet 3 - figure poem
•  Digi board
•  Website to translate: www.taalweb.frl. 

•  Other material:
  Dictionary, Pencils, Pens, Eraser, White paper (for the figure poems), Line paper for 

writing down words, A3 paper for the word webs

The Frisian history: Grutte Pier

http://www.taalweb.frl
http://www.11en30.nu/de-kanon-finsters/grutte-pier?language=frl
http://www.taalweb.frl


Worksheet 1 - Grutte Pier

Picture of Grutte Pier to discuss



Worksheet 2 - Grutte Pier - Text

Grutte Pier

Freedom hero or barbarian? Ca. 1480 - 1520 
“Perhaps the most legendary Frisian ever is Grutte Pier. Pier Gerlofs Donia, as his real name was, is one of the 
most colorful persons from history, a man about whom the toughest stories are told, but who also can receive a 
lot of criticism. For one he is a real Frisian freedom hero, even though he came into action when freedom could 
not be rescued anymore. For the other, he is a cruel gang leader, who drowned everyone that could not say 
“bûter, brea en griene tsiis” without an accent. For a long time, people doubted if this man with the big sword 
had really lived or if he was made up from stories. But nowadays it is certain that Grutte Pier has lived - and has 
fought and killed, too.”

George, duke of Saxony vs. Charles, duke of Guelders
That Grutte Pier is not a product of fantasy, is certain. It is a fact that he was a farmer on Donia state below 
Kimswerd. On January 29th 1515 the farm was burned down - together with the Kimswerd church - by a group 
of people from Franeker. This is said to have been the defining moment in Pier’s life. Friesland was under the 
government of George of Saxony and the Franeker people were some of his most severe followers. However, 
there was also another Duke, Charles of Guelders, who had noticed Friesland. Charles of Guelders offered to 
be the liberator of the impopular Saxonian government. In November 1514, a Guelder army attacked Stavoren, 
and shortly after the full Southwestquarter (Zuidwesthoek) came into Guelder hands. That was the start of a war 
that would last for 9 years. Pier was a victim of this war after 2 months already. After the battle that hit him, he 
quit the farmer’s life. 

Arumer Black hope 
With a few fellow sufferers from Arum, Witmarsum and his own village, Grutte Pier formed a gang, The Arumer 
Black Hope, who wanted to get revenge on the Saxons and their helpers. Soon they must have chosen the 
side of the Guelders. The Saxonian Duke receded from Friesland during this time, after he sold his rights to the 
Earl of Holland, the future Charles V. This way, the fight against the Saxons changed into a fight against the 
Hollanders. In that fight, Gutte Pier stood out. He became leader of the so-called “seinschipsluyden”, who, with 
their pirate-like ships, brought a lot of losses to the Hollandic fleet on the Zuiderzee. 

Barbarity and sense of freedom
For a moment, it seemed as if the Guelders and the united Frisians would win. However, when it became clear 
that the duke of Guelders wanted the exact same thing as George of Saxony and later Charles V, namely reign 
over Friesland, his supporters became less and less. In 1519, Pier assisted in a journey on land to Emmerik, but 
after the faiure of this, he withdrew himself from the fight disappointedly. One year later, he died in Sneek, back 
then the center of the Guelder government in Friesland. In Grutte Pier, barbarity and sense of freedom come 
together. His very big sword and his anti-Hollandic sentiment are an important part of his image. Whatever one 
may think of him, he plays a big part in Frisian history.



Worksheet 3 - Grutte Pier

Step-by-step guide to make figure poems:

1.  First, you read the text and look for words/concepts that are important to the theme, Grutte Pier. 
2.  You write down the words/concepts which you think are important. 
3.  You decide which shape the poem should have. The shape should be related to Grutte Pier.. 
4.  You (softly) draw the shape that you chose on a white paper.
5.  Next, you write down the poem (which does not need to rhyme) in the shape, so that the shape is filled with 

text. 
6.  When you’re finished, you erase the pencil lines from the shape, so that you only see the text.. 

Example 1: 
This poem could be related to the topic Paris, France or buildings. 

Example 2: 
An example sentence for the Grutte Pier poem, as shown in the picture: A Frisian freedom hero and feared 
gangleader. A farmer from Kimswert slowly became a fighter.


